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Word level abbmviations 

DU 
EMPH 
EX 
EXCL 
IN 
LK 
m 
PL 

dual 
emphatic 
exclusive 
exclamation 
inclusive 
link between two clauses 
nominal phrase marker 
plural 

Sentence level abbreviations 

AB 

AdvLk 
AltInt 
AltLk 
AMP 
AmpLk 
AnsMk 
ApoMk 
ATH 
CaLk 
Cc Ap 
CcLk 
CcMk 
CcPr 
C ~ A P  
CdPr 

POSS 
PUR 
RS 
RSP 
SG 
SURP 
TopLk 

alternative base 
adversative link 
alternative introducer 
alternative link 
amplification 
amplification link 
answer marker 
apodosis marker 
antithesis 
caution link 
concessive apodosis 
concessive link 
concessive marker 
concessive protasis 
conditional apodosis 
conditional protasis 

possessive 
purpose 
reported speech 
reported speech particle 
singular 
surprise 
topic link 
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COMP 
COUNT 

CpLk 
CPSt 
CQtF 
CrB 
CrLk 
W P  
U M k  
CtPr 
CuLk 
DMg 
DQt 
DQtF 
D Q ~ L ~  
EQ 

EqLk 
EV 

EvLk 
ExLk 
ExQt 
ExQtF 
ExQtLk 
IQ 
IQF 
I Q M ~  

IQt 
lQtF 
latLk 
JB 

MgV 
NeCo 
NU 
PH 
PhLk 
PR 
PrMk 
PuCl 
PuLk 
QTP 
R 

RpMg 
RsLk 
RU 

RuLk 
SmB 
SmI 
SmLk 
SmMk 
SMT 

comparison 
counterexpectation 
comparative link 
comparative statement 
closing quotation formula 
coordinate base 
coordinate link 
contrafactual apodosis 
contrafactual marker 
contrafactual protasis 
counterexpectation link 
disclaimer margin 
direct quotation 
direct quotation formula 
direct quotation link 
equivalent 
equivalent link 
evaluation 
evaluation link 
explanation link 
explanation quotation 
explanation quotation formula 
explanation quotation link 
indirect question 
indirect question formula 
indirect question marker 
indirect quotation 
indirect quotation formula 
indirect quotation link 
juxtaposed base 
merged verb 
negative command 
nucleus 
paraphrase 
paraphrase link 
proposition 
protasis marker 
purpose clause 
purpose link 
quotation particle 
reason 
response margin 
reason link 
result 
result link 
simultaneous base 
simultaneous introducer 
simultaneous link 
simultaneous marker 
similarily 
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SqB 
SqLk 
SsFm 
SsLk 
SsQt 
StInt 
STM 
StmLk 
StMod 
StTLk 
s m g  
TagQMk 
TH 
TmLk 
TmMk 
TmSq 
VOC 
wcl 

Symbols 

sequence base 
sequence link 
sensation formula 
sensation link 
sensation quotation 
sentence introducer 
statement 
statement link 
sentence modifier 
sentence topic link 
sentence topic margin 
tag question marker 
thesis 
terminating link 
terminating marker 
terminating sequence 
vocative 
warning clause 

semantic/grammatical components 
multiple word gloss/vernacular morphemes can be 
phonologically separated in the gloss 
sentence ellipsis 
separates reduplicated vernacular morphemes 
used with do or nga to signify link between main clause 
and subordinate clause 
alternate related meanings in gloss 

0. Introduction 
This paper provides a preliminary description of sentences in the Labuk-Kinabatangan Kadazan 

language1. In studying sentences, one of the first tasks is to determine what a sentence is. How does 
a sentence differ from a clause? How does a sentence differ from a paragraph? Is the analysis of a 
sentence based on phonological or grammatical criteria? 

The grammatical sentence is the focus of this paper, but first of all it is necessary to distinguish 
between phonological and grammatical sentences. Grammatical sentences and phonological sentences 
can be mapped onto each other by a set of rules as set up by Lawrence Reid (Longacre 1968:3). 

While the rules posited for distinguishing grammatical and phonological sentences are applicable 
for Bontoc, the language which he was studying, they seem to have a wider application in other 
Philippine-type languages such as Kadazan. The rules are as follows: 

Lahuk-Kinabatangan Kadazan is one of the Dusunic languages in Sabah, a state in Malaysia on the island of 
Borneo. There are abcut 12,000 to 14,000 speakers of Labuk-Kinabatangan Kadazan found along the Labuk 
and Kinabatangan Rivers, both of which flow to the east coast of the state. 
This anaiysis was done at a workshop in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, conducted by Dr. Charles Peck of the Sum- 

mer Institute of Linguistics. My thanks go to Mr. Augustine Saang, and Mr. Matius Matulang of Telupid area 
and lo Mr. Alked Rarmin Tais and Mr. Juining Babia of Nangoh who helped to edit some of the examples. 
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1. Two clauses whether phonologically bound or not, form all or part of one grammatical 
sentence if there is a link (e.g. a conjunction) present functioning on the sentence level. 

2. Two clauses phonologically bound, form all or part of one grammatical sentence where no 
such link is present but one can be plausibly supplied. 

3. Two clauses not phonologically bound (i.e. separated by final sentence intonation), form all 
or part of two grammatical sentences where no link is present, even though a link may be 
plausibly supplied. 

4. Two clauses whether phonologically bound or not, form aU or p a n  of two grammatical 
sentences where a link is present whose function is to link structures higher than the sentence 
level. 

5. Two clauses whether phonologically bound or not, form all or part of two grammatical 
sentences when there is no link present and none can be plausibly supplied. 

The model used in this paper is the tagmemic model following Longacre (1968) and Peck (1984) 
who have used it in linguistic workshops in the Philippines and elsewhere. The tagmemic model was 
originally formulated by Pike and both of these works are based on that. 

When Kadazan sentences were analyzed no dependent sentence margins were found. If a clause 
within a sentence is permuted to a different position, usually the introducer is changed or a connecting 
particle is added or deleted between the two clauses. As a result, some sentence types have several 
sub-types, but in no case were the clauses freely permutable within the sentence. 

Many of the sentences used in the examples show a lot of embedding (see sec. 8). An embedded 
sentence may be one constituent of the matrix sentence, and may be comprised of further embedded 
sentences. 

Most of the examples in the paper were taken from five source texts. Two of the texts were hortatory 
texts one of which was entitled, 'Avoid Strong Drink' and was a sermon against drinking; the other 
was entitled 'Instructions to Justina', and was written to exhort the author's sister on how to behave 
herself when living with foreigners (See Hurlbut, 1984 for the printed texts). The remaining texts 
consisted of: an explanatory text entitled 'The Use of Cows'; a first-person text, with overtones of a 
legend, entitled T h e  Story of the Headless Monster'; and a folktale entitled 'A Family Searches for 
Children' (see Sabah Folktales, 1979). The remaining dozen or so examples came from a variety of 
texts comprising about 250 pages, including letters, folktales, explanatory texts, etc. 

There are certain connecting morphemes in Kadazan which have several meanings. In particular, 
the morpheme do is used as link between a main clause and a subordinate clause. Often it alternates 
with other morphemes. Firstly, do occurs as the link between the main clause and the subordinate 
clause in quotation-oriented sentences. It alternates with poingkaa and other morphemes in direct 
quotation sentences, but does not alternate with other morphemes in other quotation oriented 
sentences. Secondly, do is used as a link between the main clause and the subordinate clause in certain 
logical structure sentences, namely: alternative, reason, purpose and caution sentences. In reason 
sentences, it alternates with sabap do, sabap nga, etc. In purpose sentences it alternates with supaya 
and supaya do. It does not alternate with other morphemes in other logical structure sentences. Finally, 
do occurs in both types of cleft sentences and docs not alternate with other morphemes. 

Another morpheme with several meanings is om which has the basic meaning of 'and', and it is 
used in coordinate and amplification sentences with this meaning. om also acts on the paragraph level 
to connect two sentences which are referring to the same thing. A second meaning of om is 'then, and 
then', and it occurs in narrative sequence sentences with this meaning. Finally om occurs at the clause 
level as part of a linking phrase between a topicalized noun phrase and the predicate. In this case, it 
can alternate with other morphemes. 
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A third morpheme with several meanings is nga which has the basic meaning of 'but'. It alternates 
with tapiltopi in antithetical sentences with this meaning. Like om, it also acts on the paragraph level 
to connect two sentences, but contrasts with om in that the two sentences refer to different things. 
Finally, like om, nga occurs at clause level as part of a linking phrase between a topicalized noun 
phrase and the predicate. The use of om and nga in this position sometimes seems to be stylistically 
determined and needs further study. 

1. Juxtaposed sentence 
A juxtaposed sentence is one in which two main clauses are merely put side by side without any 

intervening conjunction. The criteria for setting up a juxtaposed sentence instead of two independent 
clauses are firstly, native speaker reaction in written texts; and, secondly, intonation in recorded texts. 
The first clause in the sentence may begin with a sentence introducer such as nga 'but', om 'and', jadi 
'and so'. The second clause does not have a conjunction. 

Juxtaposed Sentence 

In the following sentence neither constituent has a conjunction. The first constituent is an embedded 
sentence. 

?Sent Intr 

jadi 'so', 
om 'and', 
nga 'but' 

l a  Kiinam soro ino sumusu girom..do nokoodop i tongondu, au It began to nurse until 
try it that nurse until sleep MK woman not the woman fell asleep, 

JBl JBz 
it did not let go, they 
say. 

dii lumangknb kn. 
EMPH let.g0 RSP 

The following sentence begins with jadi 'so' in the first constituent and no conjunction before the 
second constituent. 

+Juxtaposed Basel 

any clause or any sentence 

l b  Jodi posusuvo ka sooro di longondu, savo din kusai So the woman, the wife 
SO cause.to.nurse RS it MK woman spouse that man of the man, made it 

StInt JB, nurse, and oh, it nursed 
strongly, they say. 

iri, ii okual sumusu ka. 
that oh strong nurse RS 

JBz 

+Juxtaposed Basez 

any clause or any sentence 

In the following sentence the first constituent begins with om 'and' and the second is juxtaposed 
without a conjunction. The two constituents form the thesis of an antithetical sentence. (See sec. 4.2 
for the constituents of an antithetical sentence.) 
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l c  Om pojualan tokou okoniko..do akqu nga, "Kivaropo dino And we sell it, we 
and cause.to.sel1 we,lN not rich but there.& that don't get rich but, 

StZnt JB, IBz 'There is something 
with which to obtain 

do pagaganu do tongosirigup," kadi sambutan di gugulu. cigarettes," says the 
that obtain MK cigarettes RS proverb of ancestors proverb of the 

ancestors. 

2. Time-oriented sentences 

2.1 Narrative sequence sentences 

A narrative sequence sentence can be marked in several ways. First of all, it may have the sequential 
link om 'and then (same actor)' linking the two sequence bases. In the second type of narrative 
sequence sentence the verb in the subordinate clause is marked with the p r e f i  ko- 'when' and there 
may be no link between the first and second clause. The third type of narrative sequence is marked 
with soira do 'when' on the first constituent and the second constituent is marked by a link such as om 
'and, and then' or no 'then, and then'. The fourth type of narrative sequence is marked with saknlipo 
'as soon as' on the first constituent and the second constituent is marked by om 'and, and then'. The 
fifth type of narrative sequence is marked with pog- 'as soon as' which occurs as an affix on the first 
verb in the sentence and the second constituent is optionally marked by om 'and, and then'. 

Narrative Sequence Sentencel 

In the following sentence the first constituent is marked by the sentence introducer om 'and, and 
then'. The two constituents are also linked by om 'and then (same subject)' to form a narrative 
sequence. 

&Sent Intr 

jadi 'so', 
om 'and', 'and then' 

2a Om muli kopo dino silo daton, om mongirdadko And then you return 
and.then return you,sG that there our and.then w ~ ~ ~ . ~ o u , s G  home to our place and 

StInt SqBl SqLk SqB, then you wait three 
months, because if it's 

do tolu vulan, do uad moi dii dogon i 
MK three months because like perhaps EMPH me MK 

+Sequence Basel 

any declarative clause 

like me, as for my 
passport, I waited three 
mouths and then it 
came. 

pasputku tolu vulmku monpdad om korikot no@ 
passport.my three months.1 wait and.then arrive also 

+ Seq Lk 

om 'then, and then 
(same subject)', 
nga 'then, and then 
(different subject)' 

In the following sentence the sentence introducer judi 'so, and so' occurs before the first constituent 
and the two constituents are joined by om 'and then'. 

+Sequence Basez 

any declarative clause 
whose t ime is sub- 
sequent to that of basel 
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2b Jadi nung korikot, mongoi kopo va@ kumaa silo mmasakd So if You arrive, you go - - . 

so if arrive go yet.you again go there hospital again to the hospital to 
StInt SqBl ask for an injection for 

cholera. ~ e r h a ~ s  two 
do mokiinjiksin di kulira, duvo moi ii ponginjik, injectiohi, and'then you 
PUR ask.for.injection MK cholera two perhaps MK injection will be given a letter of 

proof that you have 
been injected. 

om taakanko nogi do ko surat do kabanaran do 
and.then give.you also MK one letter of proof that 
SqLk SqB, 

noinjiksinanko. 
inject.you 

The following narrative sequence sentence has the two constituents joined by nu 'then'. 

2c Jadi pukul dua kolobong, nu notuvongno dii. 
so strike two bury then dark EMPH 

StInt SqBI SqLk SqB, 

So they buried her at 
two o'clock, then it got 
dark. 

The following narrative sequence sentence has the two constituents joined by nga 'then, and then' 
(different subject). 

2d I rowni dii om tumadtasno dii in' di tomulok, i As for the demon it - 
MK demon EMPH and chase EMPH that MK youth MK chased after that youth, 

the demon did; he (the 
youth) was afraid and 

rogon dii; nokorosi om sombo-sombo undakan disido om wherever he ran it hid 
demon EMPH afraid and wherever run he and under a log, and then 

SqB1 
he, would meet it, and 
he could not go down 

sinumusuk din' vatang, nga osomungan dii, om au because he was really 
hide.under that log and.then meet EMPH and not chased by the demon. 

SqLk SqB, 

dii kadapat kid0 tumuun, do tadtason marong isido di 
EMPH able he go.down because chase very he MK 

rogon. 
demon 

Narrative Sequence SentenceZ 

?Sent Intr 

jadi 'so', 
om 'and' 

+Sequence Base2 

any declarative verbal 
clause whose time is 
subsequent to that of 
basel 

+Sequence Base, 

(no)ko- + Vb Rt in a 
declarative verbal 
clause 

-c Seq Lk 

om 'and then' 
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In the following two sentences no link occurs between the two constituents. 

2e Xaartsok in' rinimbu, mangaino suvuo din' tinimbu iri, nga When the gruel was 
cook that gruel do hand.feed that gruel that but cooked she fed it (the 

SqB1 SqB2 
leech) the gruel by 
hand, but it would not 

au mangakan ka iri eat, they say. 
not eat RSP that 

2f Jodi kouli nopo sovoo di Tinggawi, iurang hm Tinggawi. So when she returned 
so return already marry MK Tinggawi person old Tinggawi home she was married 

StInt SqB, SqB2 to Tinggawi, the head- 
man Tinggawi. 

In the following sentence the verb has the prefix noko- 'when' in the first constituent and the second 
constituent is juxtaposed to it. 

2g Nokouli nopo pangakan din' b a h  di kasavo. 
return already eat this wild.pig LK marry 

SqB1 SqB2 

When she returned, she 
ate wild pork when she 
was married. 

The following is a narrative sequence sentence with two subtypes of sequences. The first constituent 
is marked by ko- on the verb, and the second and third constituents are joined by om 'and then'. 

2h KorLGoti sin' valai ka in. maneaino uonsuo om When the man arrived - 
arrive there house RSP that do bathe and.then 

S ~ B I  SqB2 SqLk 

at the house, they say, 
he bathed it and 
wrapped it in cloth. 

mangaino la~lovungai do nulou. 
do wrap MK ~10th  

SqB3 

Narrative Sequence Sentence3 

In the following reason sentence a narrative sequence sentence is embedded in the statement of the 
reason. The first sequence base is marked by soira..do 'when' and is joined to the second one by nu 
'then'. 

%Sent Intr 

jadi 'so', 
om 'and', 
nga 'but' 

+Sequence Basel 

a declarative verbal 
clause marked by s o h  
do 'when' 

kSeq Lk 

om 'and then', 
nu 'and then' 

+Sequence Base2 

any declarative verbal 
clause whose time is 
subsequent to that of 
basel 
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2i Nga soira..do kalabus mantad talun, nu rumagang But when it comes out 
but when come.out from iunele and.then become.red of the jungle, then it be- " - 

SqLk SqB, comes red again be- 
cause wrhaos if it is in 

nono vagu, sabap barangkali iri nung sin' talun au the jungle i i i s  not real- 
already again because perhaps that if there jungle not ly exposed to the sun. 

gin dii osidangan 
really EMPH expose.to.sun 

In the following sentence the first sequence base is marked by sowa..do 'when' and is joined to the 
second one by the link om 'and'. 

2j Om soira..do mibagal..ko kitomolko, inggalaanko tulu ka 
and when like ill.you,s~ dizzy.you,sc head RSP 

StInt SqB, 

atau..pun orualan nipon atau..pun kangkagon om misti..do 
or pain tooth or fever and must 

SqLk SqB, 

popoiloko di Miss sabap..nga angai di ioku di maso kupo 
tell MK Miss because see LK I LK time yet.1 

And when it is like you 
are ill, you are dizzy, 
they say, or have 
toothache or fever; 
then you must tell the 
Miss because, take me 
for example, at the 
time that I was still at 
Nasuli then I had a 
toothache. 

silo Nasuli nga onmlan oku nipon. 
there Nasuli then pain I tooth 

Narrative Sequence Sentence,, 

A narrative sequence sentence is embedded in the following coordinate sentence. 

+Seq Lkl 

sakalipo 'as soon as' 

2k Mongoi silo vai ,  din' om sakalipo rinumobuna isidono om She went to the water - - 
go there water that and as.soon.as sink she and and as soon as she 

SqLk1 SqB1 
ducked under and 
came out, she became 

+Sequence Basel 

any clause or sentence 

kovulai dii, om najodino dii isido tondu do taandai a beautiful woman. 
come.out EMPH and become EMPH she woman who good 

SqLk* SqB, 

+ Seq Lk2 

om 'and' 

+Sequence Base2 

any clause or sentence 
occurring immediately 
after base, 
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Narrative Sequence Sentences 

In the following sentence the affupog- 'as soon as' occurs on the temporal stem suvab 'tomorrow'. 

+Sequence Basel 

any clause or sentence in which 
the first word has the affipog- 
'as soon as' 

21 Pogsuvab soro in' om n o p o s ~ o  iinojo. As soon as it was morn- 
as.soon.as.tomorrow that that and awake motherher ing, her mother was 

SqB1 SqLk SqB, 
wakened. 

In the following sentence the affipog- 'as soon as' occurs on the root patai 'die'. 

2m Jadi pogptai di Lintagu gajatono, pinoturon do So as soon as the Ogre 
so as.soon.as.die MK Ogre drag put.into MK had died, he dragged it 
StInt SqB, SqB2 and put it into a hole 

in the ground, they say. 
torobong ka. 
hole.in.ground RSP 

lt Seq Lk 

om 'and' 

2.2 Simultaneous sentences 

+Sequence Base. 

any clause or sentence 
immediately after basel 

There are several types of simultaneous sentences. The first type is marked by the clitic -i on the 
second of two words that are identical or very close semantically which occur in adjacent constituents. 
The second type of simultaneous sentence contains two clauses, the first of which is a temporal clause 
marked by a simultaneous marker such as: bila 'when', tontok do, di maso or maso do 'at the time that', 
di h p u u n  'at the beginning' or simply di at the beginning of a constituent containing a verb with the 
affix ko- 'when'. In the third type of simultaneous sentence the second constituent is linked to the first 
by the simultaneous link di and the verb in the second constituent is optionally marked by the affii 
ko- 'when'. 

Simultaneous Sentencel 

The following sentence contains an embedded simultaneous sentence in which simultaneity is 
marked by ontok din' 'at that time' in the first simultaneous base and ontola' din 'at that very time' in 
the second simultaneous base. 

+ Sim Intr 

ontok 'time' 

+Simultaneous Basel 

any declarative verbal 
clause 

+ Sim Lk 

ontoki 'same time' 

+Simultaneous Base2 

any declarative verbal 
clause 
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3a "Nga ada kouno pangakan do NVU dilo sompuun i rohn 
but don't  you,^^ eat MK fruit that one.tree LK call 

NVU koilaan laandai om taraat, do bang aakan muju, 
fruit know good and bad because if eat  you,^^ 

"But don't you eat the 
fruit of that tree called 
the fruit of knowing 
good and bad, because 
if you eat it, at the 
same time that you eat, 
at that very time you 
will die," he said. 

ontok din' kapangakanan muju, ontoki din' do apatai 
time that eat you,PL same.time that LK die 

S&l S d 2  

kou," ka. 
yOU,PL RS 

Simultaneous Sentenq 

In the following sentence the first clause is marked by bila 'when' and the second constituent is 
joined to it by nga 'but, then (different actor)'. 

+Sim Intr 

bila 'when', 
tontok do 'time that', 
di 'at', etc. 

3b Bila koponriup do mundok i vinaal do kinomol naa When they drink cas- 
> - &  " 

when drink MK cassava LK make MK cassava.beer then sava that is made into 

SmB, SmLk beer, then that is the 
power of the demon. 

+Simultaneous Base, 

any declarative verbal 
clause 

irirto hasa  do rogon. 
that.is power of demon 
SmB, 

In the following sentence the first clause is marked by bila 'when' but the second constituent has 
no link joining it to the first constituent. 

+Sim Lk 

nga 'then' 
(different actor) 

3~ Bila tumuvongno siinono ka in' bubua 
when dark there RSP that headless.monster 
SmI SmB, SmB, 

+Simultaneous Base2 

any declarative verbal 
clause 

momborobokno ka in' pooguni. 
make.bokbok.sound RSP that makesound 

"When it got dark 
there was the headless 
monster making a bok- 
bok sound," they say, 
"it made a sound." 

In the following sentence the first simultaneous base is marked by ronrok do 'at the time that' and 
the affix ko- 'when' occurs on the verb. 
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3d Om poin~kna n w '  ilo mundok in' vinaal do h o m o 1  And thus also with - - - 
and thus also that cassava that make MK cassava.beer cassava that is made 

into beer, at the time 
we drink it then the 

tontok.do kopongiup tokou do kinomol nga sin' in' demon is there. 
at.the.time drink we,w MK cassava.beer then there that 
SmB, SmLk SmB2 

rogon. 
demon 

Simultaneous Sentence3 

The following sentence contains an embedded simultaneous sentence. In the embedded sentence the 
second simultaneous base is marked by di and the affix ko- 'when' occurs on the verb. 

-c Sent Intr 

abir 'after all', etc. 

3e Nokouli nopo pangaknn diti bakas di knsavo. 
return already eat this wild.pig LK marry 

SmB, SmI SmB2 

When she had come 
home, she ate wild 
pork while she was 
married. 

+Simultaneous Basel 

any declarative verbal 
clause 

The following sentence contains a simultaneous sentence which is embedded in the amplification 
of an embedded amplification sentence. 

3f Nga insan id dii kosusaan diolo aui rumorogo iolo 
but even.if like EMPH difficulty their not repent they 

+ Sim Lk 

di 'at (that time)' 

sabap nu kotutun iolo di kuasa do rogon, abis nu 
because not recognize they MK power of demon after.al1 not 

StInt SmB, 

+Simultaneous Basez 

any declarative verbal 
clause 

okito diolo in' rogon pointanggu sin' dido di maso 
see they that demon wait there them MK time 

SmI SmB2 

mongiup. 
drink 

2 3  Terminating sequence sentences 

But even if they have 
trouble like that they 
do not repent because 
they do not recognize 
the power of the 
demon; after all they 
cannot see that demon 
beside them while they 
are drinking. 

There are two types of terminating sequence sentences. The first type is one in which a time or 
location constituent is marked with a link such as sampai, sampai do or gosomlgisom 'up to, until'. In 
the second type the second constituent is marked with the connector om baru do or om barn nogi 'and 
only then'. 
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Terminating Sequence Sentence, 

The following sentence consists of a terminating sequence sentence embedded in the reason of a 
reason sentence. The terminating sequence sentence is time oriented. 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

4a Jadi tau, tauno do iino dii sampai nosuvabanno So I don't know be- 
so notknow not.know because that EMPH until morning cause that was all it 

STM TmLk TmSq did, all night until the 
morning, friend, it went 

kabo owo, minliput. around and around. 
AnsMk friend go.round.and.round 

slu(cont) 

The following sentence consists of a time oriented terminating sequence sentence embedded in the 
first base of a juxtaposed sentence. 

+Term Lk 

sampailsampai 
do, gosob 
lgisob, etc. 
'until' 

4b Kiinam swro ino sumusu gisom..do nokoodop i tongondu, au It started to nurse until 
try it that nurse until sleep MK woman not the woman fell asleep, 
sm TmLk TmSq it did not let go, they 

say. 

+Terminating Sequence 

Any clause or sentence where 
the action of the previous 
clause stops 

dii lumangkab ka. 
EMPH RSP 

The following narrative sequence sentence contains an embedded terminating sequence sentence 
which is location oriented. 

4c Jadi kolivanmo vam in ko~iu,  orn manabidno isidono, So when the orangutan - - 
so go.out again that orangutan and make.rope he left he worked on- 

making the rope and 
he let i t  hang down 

om popoindodoouon d i d o  sampai..do korikot si tana. until it reached the 
and cause.to.hang.down he until reach there ground ground. 

STM TmLk TmSq 

Terminating Sequence Sentence2 
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The following two sentences show the second type of terminating sequence sentence with the 
terminating marker barn nogi and barn do 'only then' respectively. 

4d Kotikot Manila koodop silo sonsodop om barn..nogi When you arrive in 
arrive Manila sleep there one.night and only.then Manila, you sleep there 
STM TmLk one night and only 

then you proceed on to 
lumombus do kumaa silo Kagayan Oro. go to Cagayan de Oro. 
proceed LK go there Cagayan de.Oro 
TmSq 

4e Nga bang majako do tongokawan-kawan do Then if you accompany 
then if aCCOmpany.yOu,SG MK friends PUR friends to go far away 

to go to a village you 
must ask the Miss first, 

mimodu do mongoi soi kampung misri..do dumuatko di and only then you go 
go.far PUR go there village must ask.you,s~ MK with them, .... 

STM 

Miss gulu om barn..do majako .... 
Miss first and only.then accompany.you,sG 

TmLk TmSq 

3. Quotation-oriented sentences 

Four types of sentences are grouped together here. These sentences are similar in that the last 
constituents are marked similarly to direct objects of the initial clause. 

3.1 Direct quotation sentence 

A direct quotation sentence repeats what someone said. The quoted words are bracketed by a verb 
of speaking such as mitangar 'speak', mongoduat 'ask', etc. occurring before the quotation and the 
closing quotation formula ka 'say' which may be expanded by repeating part of the direct quotation 
formula. The quotation is usually marked by a link such as do 'that', do !a 'that says', irad din' 'like 
this'poingkoa thus' or ka om (ka'm) 'saying'. 

Direct Quotation Sentence 

graph or discourse 

The following sentence contains an embedded quotation sentence in which the direct quotation 
formula is linked to the quotation by ka om (ka'm) 'saying', and is closed with the basic closing 
quotation formula ka 'say'. 
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5a Om kavagupo varo nogi nokolulis nga ... boros ka'm And furthermore there 
and furthermore there.is also write but speak RS.and is also something writ- 

D Q ~ F  D Q ~ L ~  ten ..., but it says, 
"Don't vou mix with 

'Xda kouno gavul di nrlun di mampangavuk," ka, drunkaids," it says, 
don't YOU,PL mix MK people LK drunk RS "because if we mix 
DQt CQtF with people like that 

who get drunk, then of 
"sabap..nga nong kagavul tokou di tulun do mibagal din' do course we follow; our 
because if mix We,IN MK people LK like that LK hearts will be drawn to 

follow the wavs of the 
people." 

i mampangavuk nga mimang kaavaja tokou, olungkndi i 
MK drunk then of.course follow we.m draw MK 

ginavo tokou do kavaja di kovovojoon di nrlun." 
heart our,w LK follow MK ways of people 

In the following sentence there is no link joining the direct quotation formula to the quotation, but 
there is a reported speech particle ka 'they say' (which indicates that this is a folktale). The closing 
quotation formula is expanded to M i n o  'that one said', and another reported speech particle ka 'they 
say' is added2. 

5b Nga Win' kusai ka, "Umbalanpo posusu nong But that man said, they 
but Rs,that man RSP try cause.to.nurse if say, 'Try to make it 
StInt D Q ~ F  ~ o t L k  D Q ~  nurse to see if it will 

nurse," he said, they 
sumusu," kadino ka. say. 
nurse Rs,he RSP 

CQtF 

In the following sentence the direct quotation formula is linked to the quotation by the direct 
quotation link do 'that8. 

5c Korikot isido dino sin kalalangan talun, nokoontong dii When he arrived in the 
arrive he that there never.cut jungle saw EMPII virgin jungle, he saw a 

child, oh, the man was 
so pleased, they say, 

isido do mnak, ii oumvan marong ka in' kusai do, that (he said), "Now I 
he MK child oh please very RS that man LK have a child," he said, 

D Q ~ F  D Q ~ L ~  they say. 

"Kivarono dii tanakku," W i n o  din' ka. 
Thereis EMPH childmy Rs,that that RSP 

DQt CQtF 

ihe reported speech particle ka is homophonous with the ka of reported speech used in the direct quotation 
formula and the closing quotation formula. It differs from the latter in that it is a free form whereas the ka of 
reported speech is pho~o~ogically bound to the following word if one occurs. If no word occurs following it, it is 
phonologically bound to the previous word. 
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3.2 Indirect quotation sentences 

There are two sub-types of sentences included under indirect quotation. In each of these sentences 
the surface structure is similar. A connecting particle or marker do 'which, that' connects the first 
constituent with the second constituent. 

3.2.1 Indirect quotation sentence 

An indirect quotation itself is similar to a direct quotation in that it has a verb of speaking such as 
momogos 'forbid' or kopiupakat 'discuss'. It differs from a direct quotation in that there is no closing 
quotation formula. The indirect quotation does not seem to have overt pronouns but these can be 
inferred from the indirect quotation formula. 

Indirect Quotation Sentence 

In the following sentence an indirect quotation sentence is embedded in the reason of reason 
sentence. The indirect quotation formula momogos 'forbid' occurs with the link do 'that'. 

+Indirect Quotation Formula 

Any clause or sentence whose 
last verb is like a verb of saying, 
e.g. forbid, discus., etc. 

6a Na oilaan tokou maino sabap..do minomogos i Kinoroingan 
then know we,IN now because forbid MK God 

IQtF 

dadam om ilva do mangakan di NVa do okon nogi 
MyAdam and MK,Eve that eat MK fruit that not also 

10tLk I Q ~  

do apatai iolo do kaakan di tuva topi irino do modi 
that die they because eat MK fruit but that LK perhaps 

-c Ind Quot Lk 

doldi 'that' 

i Kinoroingan do iolo disido. 
MK God that they him 

+Indirect Quotation 

Indirect quotation which may 
have different affixes on the 
verb. 

Then we know now 
because God forbade 
Adam and Eve to eat 
the fruit; that they did 
not die when they had 
eaten the fruit, but that 
was perhaps that as for 
God they separated 
from him. 

The following sentence contains an embedded indirect quotation similar to the one above except 
that the indirect quotation contains a negative command. The form of the negative command used 
here is mada 'don't' instead of the usual ada 'don't' used in direct quotations. 
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6b Oinomodno kosuladanku tikid-tikid barang knpamagasan do It's true, my brothers, 
true brothersmy each thing forbid MK everything that is for- 

lQtF bidden by God that we 
must not eat; then 

Kinomingan do mada do aknnon nga sisiiri iri mgon do there is the demon 
God that don't LK eat then there that demon PUR watching to persuade 

1 ~ t L k  ~t the hearts of people. 

pointamong do momujuk do ginavo do tulun. 
1ook.after PUR persuade MK heart of people 

3.2.2 Sensation sentence 
A sensation sentence is similar to an indirect quotation in that the link do 'that' occurs between the 

sensation formula and the sensation quotation. Sensation verbs are those such as know, feel, see, hear, 
want, etc. 

Sensation Sentence 

In the following sentence the sensation verb oirnnan 'surprised' occurs, 

r Sent Intr 

nga 'but', etc. 

7a Nga oiranan i h s a i  kn do alaidno om au dii Then the man was 
but surprise MK man RSP that long.time and no EMPH surprised, they say, 
StInt SsFm SsLk SsQt because it was a long 

time and his wife did 
opoposik ka in savojo diri, nxa pa~ka..do irad din not awake, then be- 

+Sensation Formula 

Any clause or sentence 
whose final verb is a 
verb of sensation 

. . - - -  
awake RSP that wifehis that but because.of.that like that cause of that, the man 

went to awaken her. 

ongoiono posikai di kusai 

go awake MK man 

+ Sens Lk 

doldi 'that' 

The following sentence contains a sensation sentence embedded in the reason of a reason sentence. 
The sensation sentence functions as an amplification sentence with the verb moo 'want' occurring both 
in the statement and in the amplification. 

+Sensation Quotation 

Any clause, sentence or 
paragraph 
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7b Sulodku, poingkaa nogi ilo mundok i navaal do 
brother.my thus also that cassava MK make MK 

kinomol, navaal do riiupon, do au moo isido do 
cassava.beer make MK drink because not want he that 

SsFm SsLk 

konjang tokou, nu moo isdo do k i v m  si pinlatan 
separate we,lN not want he that thereis there amongst 
SsQt SsFm SsLk SsQt 

My brothers, it is thus 
also with cassava that 
is made into beer, that 
is made into a drink; 
because he does not 
want us to separate 
from him, he does not 
want there to be 
anyone among us who 
will be included in the 
judgment along with 
the demons. 

tokou do koompot do ukuman mivaja di rogon. 
we,IN who include MK judgment accompany MK demon 

In the following sentence the sensation verb kopuriman 'feel' occurs in the sensation formula and 
the sensation link di occurs. 

7c Koduvo: Au kopuriman tokou di momoluan do tinan tokou. Secondly: We do not 
secondly not feel we,IN LK shame MK body our,IN feel that we are 

SsFm SsLk SsQt ashamed of our bodies. 

In the following sentence the sensation verb uuvang 'like, want' occurs in the sensation formula 
which is linked to the sensation quotation by the Link do. 

7d Uuvang marong !a iolo dino mingoduvo do kitanak They were very 
like very RSP they that be.a.pair that have.child pleased, both of them, 
SsFm SsLk SsQt that they had a child. 

33 Indirect question sentence 

An indirect question is a question that is embedded in another sentence. It may consist of a question 
word only, it may be a sentence introduced by a question word or it may be a yes-no question. The 
indirect question is always preceded by the word nong lnung 'if. 

Indirect Question Sentence 

+Indirect Question Formula 

Any clause or sentence 

+ Ind Ques Mk 

nong 

+Indirect Question 

Any question word, any clause 
beginning with a question word 
or any clause representing a 
yes-no question 
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In the following sentence the only word in the indirect question is sinonggo 'where'. 

8a Aa'ku dii oiloan nong sinonggo. I don't know where it 
not.1 EMPH know if where is. 
IQF I Q M ~  IQ 

In the following sentence there are two indirect questions the first of which is introduced by the 
word plingkum 'how' and the second is a negative yes-no question. 

8b Ongoio muju lilingo i lobong, kubur, nong potingkuro dino You go and check the 
go you,PL check MK grave grave if how that grave to see how it is, 

I Q M ~ ,  IQ, 
whether anything has 
come out. 

nong auso linumabus. 
if none come.out 
I Q M ~ ~  I Q ~  

4. Logical structure sentences 

4.1 Coordinate sentence 

A coordinate sentence is characterized by the use of the conjunction om 'and' which joins two or 
more constituents together to form a sentence. The parts of the sentence joined by om are alike in that 
they are both commands, quotations, sensations, etc. A coordinate sentence may be independent or 
may embedded in any of the main constituents of another sentence. 

Coordinate Sentence 

The following two sentences are coordinate sentences joined by om 'and'. 

+Coordinate Basel 

Any clause or sentence 

9a Monosolp dii in' hsa i  ka om napataino dii The man regretted it, 
regret EMPH that man RSP and die EMPH they say, and his wife 
CrB, CrLk CrB2 died. 

savojo. 
spouse.his 

(+ Coor Lk 

om 'and' 

9b Isoon karaja om isoon do mongoi mandam do kawan. 
one work and one that go visit MK friend 
CrB, CrLk CrBz 

+Coordinate Base2)" 

Any similar clause or sentence 
(i.e. both quotations, com- 
mands, etc.) 

There is one time for 
work and one time for 
visiting friends. 
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The following is a coordinate sentence embedded in the reason of a reason sentence. 

9c Irino ogumu koonuan do sapi, do ilo tonsi dirido There are many 
that many reason.to.get MK cow because that meat its reasons for getting a 

CrB, cow because its meat is 
oh so delicious, and it 

nga iii ounonom kopijo, om alahpo dino padagangon. sells well when it is 

then oh delicious very and sell.well that cause.to.sell sold. 

CrLk CrB, 

4.2 Antithetical sentence 

Antithetical sentences are formed from two constituents, the first of which is the thesis of the 
sentence and the second is the antithesis. The two constituents are joined in several ways. The usual 
way to link antithetical constituents is by an antithetical link nga 'but' or topi 'but'. The two clauses of 
the sentence sometimes are merely juxtaposed. At other times they may be linked by suvai.ko 'on the 
other hand' or sumah knpo do 'other than'. 

Antithetical Sentence 

In the following sentence the contrast is marked by nga 'but'. The word rnasii is emphasized hence 
the English translation 'still' is underlined to show the emphasis. 

-c Sent Intr 

nga 'but', etc. 

1Oa Nga nu olcui nosobutan, nga masii omol. 
but not I pull.out but still sore 
StInt TH AdvLk ATH 

It was not pulled out 
for me, but it was still 
sore. 

+Thesis 

Any clause or sentence 

In the following antithetical sentence there is no link between the antithetical constituents. 

1% Korikot silo aupo korikot kopijo sii indadawon. When you arrive there 
arrive there not.yet arrive very there waiting.place you have not yet really 
111 A111 arrived at the place 

where you will stay. 

+-Adversative Link 

nga 'but', 
tapiltopi 'but', 
suvai ko 
'on the other hand', 
sumala knpo do 
'other than' 

In the following antithetical sentence the antithetical constituents are joined by suvai..ko 'on the 
other hand'. 

+Antithesis 

Any clause or sentence 
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10c Nga adako mongoi sumosoiro suvai.ko bang auso But don't go alone; on 
but don't.you,s~ go alone on.other.hand if none the other hand, if you 
StInt TH AdvLk ATH have no friend accom- 

pany the Miss to go 
dikn..do kawan majako di Miss do mongoi monsu bathing, because if you 
your,sG friend accompany.you,sG MK Miss FUR go bathe go alone, if you drown 

who would know 
because no one would 

sabap..nga nung sosongulunko mongoi bang nolonodko have seen you. 
because if one.person.you,so go if drown.you,s~ 

irni dii nokoilo do auso nokoontong dika. 
who EMPH know because none saw YOU,SG 

In the following sentence the antithetical constituents are joined by sumala knpo do 'other than'. 

10d Popoilo di Miss sabap..nga ausono irad sulodnu ko Tell the Miss because 
tell MK Miss because none like relative.your,s~ or there is no one like 

Tn your relatives or like 
your father far away 

irad..do tamanu do silo sodu sumala..kapo..do i there; other than the 
like relative.your,SG MK there far other.than MK Miss that you have 

AdvLk ATH accompanied. 

Mirs vovojoonnu. 
Miss aCCOmpany.yOu,SG 

4 3  Alternative sentences 

Alternative sentences are those which offer two or more alternatives. The alternatives must be in 
simple clauses that are grammatically similar. There are four types of alternative sentences. The most 
common type is one where two alternatives are joined by ko or afau 'or'. If there are more than two 
alternatives they are joined by ko 'or' or atau pun 'or else'. A second alternative sentence is one that 
is embedded which is introduced by manaku do 'whether'. A third type of alternative sentence is one 
where two similar clauses are linked by do meaning 'whether ... or'. 

Alternative Sentencel 

The following sentence contains an embedded alternative sentence with three bases linked by ko 
'or'. 

+Alternative Basel 

Any clause or sentence 

+ ( + A h  Lk 

ko 'or', 
atau pun 'or else' 

+Alternative Base2)" 

Any clause or sentence similar 
to the first 
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l l a  Soira..do orGio di rogon in' Nhn do mamatai ko 
when see MK demon that person who fight or 

AB, d t L k  

moguod ko manawar, adiii, koirak kopyo gia 
destroy or speak.incantations oh.my laugh very indeed 
AB, AltLk AB, 

irido do aandaian marong isido irad dii do 
he because like very he like EMPH because 

When the demon sees 
that person fighting, 
being destructive, or 
speaking incantations; 
oh my, he really 
laughs, because he real- 
ly likes very much to 
see that and he is 
being honored. 

koontong om oummat gia irido. 
see and honor really he 

The following sentence contains an embedded alternative sentence with bases linked by atau pun 
'or else'. 

l l b  Om soira.do mibag~~. .koki tO~~kO,  inggalaanko tulu ka 
and when like ill.you,s~ dizzy.you,s~ head RSP 

'4% 

atau..pun omalan nipon atau..pun kangkagan om mi.sti.do 
or pain tooth or fever and must 
AltLk a, AltLk AB3 

popoiloko di Mirs sabap..nga angai di iolar di maso h p o  
tell MK Miss because see MK I at time yet.1 

And when it is like you 
are ill, you are dizzy, 
they say, or have 
toothache or fever; 
then you must tell the 
Miss because, take me 
for example, at the 
time that I was still at 
Nasuli then I had a 
toothache. 

silo Nasuli nga omalan oku nipon. 
there Nasuli then pain I tooth 

The following reason sentence has an embedded alternative sentence. 

I l c  Popoilo di Miss sabap..nga ausono irad sulodnu ko Tell the Miss because 
tell MK Miss because none like relative.your or there is no one like 

AD1 AltLk 
your relatives or like 
your father, because 

irad..do tamanu do silo sodu sumala..kapo..do i Miss you are far away, other 
like father.your that there far other.than MK Miss than the Miss whom 

'4% 
you accompany. 

vovojoonnu. 
accompany.you 
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The following sensation sentence has an alternative sentence embedded in the sensation quotation. 

l l d  Mimang oilaan tokou do okoniko koiupi do mundok om Of course we know 
of.course know we,IN that not drink MK cassava and that it is not from drink- 

ing beer that we have 
badness in our hearts 

kivam araat i suvang ginavo tokou ko varo lumabus or that we have bad- 
thereis bad MK in hearts our,lN or there.is po.out ness coming out of us, - 

AltLk AB, but that is because that 
also is one root or 

si daton do araat, nga irino sabap..nga ilo nogi nga iso source of something 
there us LK bad but that.is because that also then one that destroys our hearts 

and destroys our ways. 

puun ko koontodo do mangaraag do ginavo tokou, mangaraag 
root or source of destroy MK hearts Our,IN destroy 

do kovovojoon tokou. 
MK ways OUI,IN 

Alternative Sentencez 

The following sentence has an embedded alternative sentence marked by an introducer manaku do 
'whether' and the alternative link ko 'or'. 

TAlt Intr 

manaku do 'whether' 

l l e  Koiso: Au kopuriman tokou di tatangaron ontok..di poingavuk, First: We do not feel 
first not feel We,lN LK speak when drunk what we are speaking 

when we are drunk, 
whether it is good or 

manaku..do aandai ko araat orn au kopuntnan tokou din bad and we do not feel 
whether good or bad and not feel we,IN that the good that is done 
AltInt AB, AltLk AB2 by a friend. 

taandai di avaal do kotuang, 
good which do by friend 

When manaku do occurs ko also must occur. 

+Alternative Basel 

Any clause or sentence 

An alternative sentence is embedded in the following juxtaposed sentence. Both the alternative 
introducer and alternative link are missing from the embedded sentence. 

~ A l t  Lk 

ko 'or' 

+Alternative Basez 

Any clause or sentence 
which which contrasts 
with the first one 
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l l f  Om an' valaih apakai au apakai in' valaihr i t a a h n o  As for this house of 
and this house.my use not use this house.my give.1 mine, whether he uses 

-1 -2 
it or not, I am giving it 
to him. 

disido. 
him 

Alternative Sentence3 

The following two sentences are alternative sentences marked by the morpheme do 'whether ... or' 
which occurs between the two main clauses. 

+Alternative Basel 

Any clause or sentence 

l l g  Mingkakat do oku nga mi@-i@ko dogo. 
stand whether ... or I then hold.to.you me 
AB, AltLk 

Whether I am standing 
up or sitting down you 
keep on holding onto 
me. 

+Alt Lk 

d o  'whether ... or' 

l l h  K i t 0 ~ 0 l 0 h  do poinjiil o h  nga au o h i  piantangai Whether I am sick or 
ill I whether ... or be.in.jail I then not I see in prison you don't visit 

ABl AItLk -2 
me. 

+Alternative Base2 

Any clause or sentence similar 
in structure to the first alterna- 
tive base 

dikovu. 
YOU,PL 

4.4 Conditional sentences 

Conditional sentences are marked by one of the protasis markers bang or nung 'if. Conditional 
sentences may be embedded in other sentences such as reason or narrative sequence sentences. 

Conditional Sentencel 

In the following sentence there are two embedded conditional sentences. The first is embedded in 
the statement of a reason sentence which is embedded in the antithesis of an antithetical sentence. The 
protasis of the first conditional sentence contains a negative existential. The second conditional 
sentence is embedded in the reason of the reason sentence and there are two juxtaposed conditional 
protases marked by nung and bang respectively. 
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12a Nga adako mongoi sumosoiso suvai..ko bang auso 
but don't.you,sG go alone on.other.hand if none 

PrMk CdPr 

dika.do kawan majako di Miss do mongoi momu 
your,sc friend accompany.you,sG MK Miss PUR go bathe 

WP 

sabap..nga nung sosongulunko mongoi bang 
because if one.person.you,sc go if 

PrMk, CdPr, PrMk, 

But don't go alone, on 
the other hand, if you 
have no friend, accom- 
pany the Miss to go 
bathing because if you 
go alone if you drown 
who would know 
because no one would 
have seen you. 

nolonodko isai dii nokoilo do auso nokoontong 
drown.you,sc who EMPH know because none see 
CdPr, UP 

The following result sentence has an embedded conditional sentence. The protasis has two clauses 
in apposition and the apodosis is an embedded rhetorical question. 

12b Jadi bana mindadako aunu poiloon i Miss iadi So if you keev quiet. - 
so if quiet.you,sc not.you,SG tell MK Miss so.then you don't tell'thk ~ i s s ,  

PrMk CdPr CdAp then how in fact would 
she know ahout vour .-. --~-. -. - -~ 

poingkuro gin dii i Miss h i l o  di dika toruol. sickness. 
how in.fact EMPH MK Miss know MK your,SG sick 

The following sentence is a coordinate sentence with an embedded conditional sentence in each of 
the coordinate bases. The protases of the embedded conditional sentences are marked with nung 'if 
and bang 'if respectively and the apodoses are both marked with nga 'then'. 

12c Koiso kavagu nung kivaro pokitudukon di Miss mibagal..ko Furthermore, if there is 
first again if there.is ask.to.teach MK Miss like something that the 

PrMk CdPr Miss asks to be taught, 
like our language, and 

daton..do tanaar om aunu oilaan naa misti.do vou don't know: then - - 
our,lN language and nOt.yOu,SG know then must you must thinkfirst 

ApoMk CdAp and if you don't know, 
then, nothing can be 

soromoon pogulu om bang au moi oilaan nga done about it. 
think first and if not perhaps know then 

PrMk CdPr ApoMk 

kuoyonpo dii. 
nothing.to.do EMPH 

CdAp 

In the following sentence the protasis is marked with nung 'if and has an embedded coordinate 
sentence. 
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12d Nung aragang in' vulujo manfad om knka sino talun, If its hair is red to 
if red that hairits before and go there jungle begin with and it goes 
PrMk CdPr into the jungle, we will 

see that it is black. 
aanfangan topo nga oitom nono. 
see yet.we,ou then black already 

UP 
Conditional Senten% 

In the following sentence there are three conditional sentences. The fust and third conditional 
sentences are both type two conditional sentences which are embedded in other sentences. The first 
conditional sentence is embedded in the thesis of an antithetical sentence. The third conditional 
sentence is embedded in the reason of a reason sentence which in turn is embedded in the antithesis 
of the antithetical sentence. 

+Conditional Apodosis 

Any clause or sentence 

12e Nga dinumuat ikoi di Kodoh masuk koraja nga kodi Kodoh, 
Then ask we MK Kodoh enter work then say Kodoh 

"Obuli bang sampai..do alaid kou kumaraja fapi bang duvo 
can if until 1ong.time you work but if two 
CdAp PrMk CdPr 

+ Prot Mk 

banglnunglnong 'if 

afau folu vulan au kou buli kumaraja sabap ilo upis 
or three months not you can work because that office 

Cd Ap 

+Conditional Protasis 

Any clause or sentence 

But we asked Kodoh 
about getting work, 
then Kodoh said, "You 
can if you work for a 
long time, but if it is 
for only two or three 
months, you cannot 
work because that of- 
fice does not take 
people if they do not 
work permanently." 

au maganu tulun bang au atafap kumaraja," (ko). 
not get people if not steady work 

PrMk CdPr 

4 5  Contrafactual sentence 

A contrafactual sentence is similar to a conditional sentence but both parts are false. The apodosis 
precedes the protasis which is marked with nung 'if. 

Contrafactual Sentence 

+ Contrafactual Apodosis 

Any clause or sentence 

If a negative occurs in the contrafactual apodosis a negative must also occur in the contrafactual 
protasis. 

+Contra Mk 

nong 'if 

+ Contrafactual Protasis 

Any clause or sentence 
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The following two examples illustrate contrafactuality. 

13a Au ovijau ialo nong okonko i o h .  
not live he if not me 
UP CtMk CtPr 

13b Pojiilon mongiduvo nong w h  urang &a. 
cause.jail be.two if I person old 

C ~ A P  CtMk CtPr 

He would not be alive 
if it were not for me. 

I would put them both 
in jail if I were the 
headman. 

4.6 Concessive sentences 

A concessive sentence is introduced by the word insan 'even if or insanpo mai 'although' in the 
protasis which occurs first in the sentence. 

Concessive Sentencel 

In the following example the apodosis of the concessive sentence expresses frustration using a 
negated verb. There are several embedded sentences in the concessive apodosis. 

?Sent Intr 

nga 'but' 

14a Nga insan isad dii kosusaan diolo aui mmorogo wlo But even if they have 
but evenif like EMPH difficulty their not repent they troubles like that, they 
StInt CcMk CcPr Cc Ap do not repent because 

they do not recognize 
sabap au kotutun iolo di kuasa do rogon, abis au the power of the 
because not recognize they MK power of demon after.all not demon; after all they 

cannot see the demon 
beside them while they 

okito diolo in rogon poinlanggu sin diolo di maso mongiup. are drinking. 
see they that demon beside there them at time drink 

The following is a concessive sentence with no embedded sentences. 

+ Conc Mk 

insan 'although, even if 

14b Insan ikoi do arajin ikoji nga okoni kadapat nakaada Although as for us we 
although We,EX LK diligent we.m but not can.get abandon are diligent, but we can- - 

CcLk CcAp 

+Concessive Protasis 

Any clause or sentence 

silo tuna. 
there ground 

+Concessive Apodosis 

Any clause or sentence 

Concessive Sentencez 

not get what was aban- 
doned on the ground. 

Any clause or sentenc 
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In the following sentence the concessive marker inran 'although, even though' could perhaps be 
translated as 'not even'. The concessive link ko seems to be related to counterexpectation marker (see 
Section 4.10). 

14c Ikovu nog' kondiri do insan iso tunturn muju As for you yourselves, 
you,PL also yourselves LK even.though one finger your,PL for even though (you 

CcMk CcPr have) one of your 
fin~ers, but you do not 

ko poigiton do monulung dido do mamabo. hold onto it-to help 
but.not hold.onto LK hold them MK carry.on.back them carry it. 
CcLk CcAp 

4.7 Reason sentences 
A reason sentence consists of a statement and the reason for the statement. There are four types of 

reason sentences. In the first type the statement occurs first in the sentence and the reason is introduced 
by one of the following links all of which mean 'because': do, sabap, sabap do, sabap nga. The link do 
is by far the most common one. In the second type of reason sentence the reason link sabap do or do 
'because' and the reason occur first followed by an optional statement link and the statement. In the 
third type the reason link sabap occurs first followed by the statement and finally by the reason. In the 
fourth type the reason occurs first followed by the reason link sabap din' do 'because of that' and the 
statement occurs sentence fmally. 

Reason Sentence, 

The following sentence has an embedded coordinate sentence in the reason clause which is 
introduced by do 'because'. 

+.Sent Intr 

nga 'but' 

15a I ~ o  ogumu koonuan do sapi, do ilo tonsi disido There are many 
that.is many reason.to.get MK COW because that flesh its reasons for getting a 
STM RsLk R cow, because its flesh 

is so very delicious and 
nga iii ounonom kopyo, om alakupo dino padagangon. it sells well if it is sold. 
then oh delicious very and sell.well that sell 

The following antithetical sentence has two reason sentences embedded in it. Both the statement 
and the reason of the first reason sentence have embedded conditional sentences. The reason is 
introduced by sabap nga 'because'. The second reason sentence is embedded in the apodosis of the 
second conditional sentence and the reason link is do 'because'. 

*Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

+Reason Link 

dolsabap 
dolsabaplsabap nga 
'because' 

+Reason 

Any clause or sentence 
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1% Naa d a b  monaoi sumosoiso suvai.ko bana auso But don't go alone, on - - - 
but don't.you,so go alone on.other.hand if none the other hand if you 

STM have no friend accom- 
pany the Miss to go 

dika..do kawan majako di Miss do mongoi momu bathing; because if you 
your , s~  friend aCCOmpany.yOu,SG MK Miss PUR go bathe go alone, if you drown 

who would know 
because no one would 

sabap..nga nung sosongulunko mongoi bang nolonodko have seen you. 
because if One.pefSOn.yOu,SG go if drown.you,s~ 
RsLk R 

isai dii nokoilo do auso nokwntong dika. 
who EMPH know because none see YOU,SG 

STM RsLk R 

In the following sentence the reason link sabap do occurs followed by the reason. 

15c Itino ngavi sabap..do W-W do tulun do tumanud disido This is all because 
this.is all because each MK person who follow him each person who fol- 
STM RsLk R lows him avoids drink- 

ine cassava beer. so 
do mongilag pasal dilo mongiup do mundok supaya..do au thit we will not break 
that avoid about that drink MK cassava PUR not (the law) and will not 

follow the badness of 
our hearts. 

kalanggar om nu avajaan tokou i karaaton do ginavo tokou. 
break and not follow we,IN MK bad of heart our,lN 

Reason Sentence2 

In the following sentence a reason sentence is embedded in the antithesis of an antithetical sentence. 
The reason link is sabap do 'because' and the reason is connected to the statement by the link om 
'and'. 

15d ... nga sabap..do au iolo minnngarap di nibilin do ... but because they did 
but because not they trust LK command MK not trust in the com- 

RsLk R mand of God, when 
they were persuaded by 

Kinoroingan soira nobujukan di rogon sinumangalu do the demon that imper- 
God when persuade MK demon impersonate MK sonatcd a snake, then 

they ate it. 

+ Reas Lk 

sabap dolsabap 
'because' 

vulanut om pangakanno dii iolo. 
snake and.then eat EMPH they 

StmLk STM 

+Reason --- 
Any clause or sentence 

+.Stat Lk 

om 'and then' 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 
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Reason Sentence3 

A reason sentence is embedded in the following narrative sequence sentence. The reason sentence 
is introduced by sabap 'because'. 

+ Reas Lk 

sabap 'because' 

15e Nga soira..do knlabus mantad ralun, nga mmagang nono But when it comes out 
but when come.out from jungle then red already of the jungle, then it 

becomes red again, 
that is probably 

vagu, sabap barangknli iri nung siri ralun, au gia because if it is in the 
again because perhaps that if there jungle not really jungle it does not really 

&Lk STM R get exposed to the sun. 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

dii osidangan. 
EMPH expose.to.sun 

+Reason 

Any clause or sentence 

Reason Sentence4 

In the following reason sentence the reason link is sabap din do 'because of that' points back to the 
reason which is given first. 

+Reason 

Any clause or sentence 

15f Kivaro ka in mkasavo, in' nouo toneondu nea ouon, Once uoon a time - " .  
there.was RSP those spouse that LK woman LK diligent there was a couple, as 

for the woman she was 

+Reason Link 

sabap din' do 
'because of that' 

diligent, but as for the 
nga in' nopo h a i  nga oobul sabap..din..do minogidu in man he was lazy; 
but that LK man LK lazy because.of.that run.awav that because of that the 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

RsLk STM wife ran away and 
divorced her husband 

savo fongondu kinumiada din' hsai ,  savojo sabap..do au because she had noth- 
spouse woman divorce that man spouse.her because not ing to eat, they say. 

dii kaakan kn. 
EMPH eat RSP 
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4.8 Result sentence 

A result sentence consists of a statement and a result. The result is marked by jadi 'so, and so'. 

Result Sentence 

The following result sentence has a purpose sentence embedded in the statement and the result is 
marked by the result link jadi 'so'. 

&Sent Intr 

jadi 'so' 
- 

16a Maja vagu kapal..tarabang do kumaa silo Nasuli, jadi Take a plane again in 
follow again airplane PUR go there Nasuli so order to go to Nasuli, 
sm RsLk so then it's in Nasuli 

that you stay. 
silono Nasuli ingkojodon. 
there Nasuli stoplrest 
RU 

The following result sentence contains an embedded conditional sentence. The statement of the 
result sentence is encoded as a conditional protasis and the result which is a rhetorical question is 
encoded as the apodosis of the embedded conditional sentence. The statement and result are linked 
by the result link jadi 'so, and so'. 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

16b Jadi bang mindadako aunu poiloon i Mks jadi So if you keep quiet, 
so if auiet.vou.sc not.vou.sc tell MK Miss sathen you don't tell the Miss, 

RsLk so then how in fact 
would the Miss know 

+ Resu Lk 

jadi 'so then' 

poingkuro gin dii i Mks koilo di dika lomol. about your sickness, 
how in.fact EMPH MK Miss know MK your,SG sick 
RU 

+Result 

Any clause or sentence 

4.9 Purpose sentence 

A purpose sentence consists of a statement followed by a purpose. The purpose is marked by do, 
supaya or supaya do 'so that, in order that'. 

Purpose Sentence 

'so that, in order to' 
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The following sentence has a statement followed by two purpose clauses. 

17a Na b i l o  i Miss tum..do ovito o h  do hmaa  silo Then when the Miss 
then know MK Miss at.once bring I in.order.to go there knew, at once I was 
StLnt STM PuLk, PuCl, taken to Mountain 

View (Hospital) in 
Mauntin Vieu do moldarag di nipon. order to ask for the 
Mountain View in.order.to ask.for.repair MK tooth tooth to be repaired. 

PuLkz PuClz 

In the following sentence the purpose clause of the sentence is comprised of an embedded 
coordinate sentence. 

1% Om obuli nog'pabalajamn ilo sapi do mangaradu om And cows can also be 
and can also teach that cow in.order.to plough and taught to plough and 
StInt STM PuLk PuCl carry things on their 

backs. 
pasakoan do barang. 
put.on MK things 

The following sentence is a purpose sentence. 

17c Jadi lumiput ikoi dii om supaya ojigan iri 
so go.around we,= EMPH and so.that avoid that 
StInt STM PuLk PuCl 

minoguni dii. 
make.a.noise EMPH 

So we went around, in 
order to avoid that 
thing that made the 
noise. 

A purpose sentence is deeply embedded in the similarity constituent of the following similarity 
sentence. The purpose constituent has an embedded coordinate sentence. 

17d Jadi in' nopo..nga inong..do iso soda do in' 'bolas kosih', 
so that LK like one story MK that return love 

'lolong sarna tolong; sabap in nopo kiiau dii mula-mula 
help with help because that LK ant EMPH at.first 

naratu isido si vaig, moo matai, tapi nosianan in' punai, 
fall it there water want die but pity that dove 

ongoi disido do roun supaya..do sinumako in lcilau sodi roun 
go it MK leaf sathat get.on that ant there leaf 
STM PuLk PuCl 

So that is like a story 
about 'paying back 
love', 'helping one 
another', because as for 
that ant, at first it fell 
in the water, and was 
about to die; but that 
dove pitied it and got a 
leaf, so that the ant 
climbed up on the leaf, 
and did not die after 
all. 

o1n au dii napatai isido. 
and not EMPH die it 
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4.10 Counterexpectation sentence 

A counterexpectation sentence is one in which the expected result is not achieved. The counterex- 
pectation is marked by ko which can be translated 'instead of' or 'but not'. 

Counterexpectation Sentence 

In the following counterexpectation sentence the counterexpectation link ko means 'instead of. 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

18a Nombo dii do nokotulud dii in punai ko How could it be 
where EMPH because fly EMPH that dove instead.of because that dove flew 

sm CuLk away instead of being 
shot. 

notimbak dii. 
shoot EMPH 

COUNT 

In the following counterexpectation sentence the counterexpectation link ko means 'but not'. 

+Count Lk 

ko 'instead of, but not' 

18b Ogumu ma tulun ko hivaro korikot siti. 
many quite people but.not there.is arrive here 
STM CuLk COUNT 

+ Counterexpectation 

Any clause where the verb 
indicates an action with an 
unexpected result 

There are quite a lot of 
people but none of 
them has ever arrived 
here. 

4.11 Caution sentence 

A caution sentence has a negative command and a warning. 

Caution Sentence 

The following two sentences are examples of typical caution sentences. 

+Negative Command 

ada 'don't + any command 

19a Adako rnongoi silo do odonman. 
don't.you,s~ go there because rain 
NeCo CaLk WCI 

19b Ada mongoi silo, hpatajon. 
don't go there death 
NeCo WCI 

? Caut Lk 

do 'because' 

5. Parallel-structure sentences 

+Warning 

Any warning clause or sentence 

Don't go there, you 
will get rained on. 

Don't go there, its 
dangerous. 

This group of sentences involves repetition. Parallel structure sentences include paraphrase senten- 
ces, amplilication sentences and comparative sentences. 
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5.1 Paraphrase sentence 

A paraphrase sentence has a statement with a restatement of the same idea in different words. The 
paraphrase may be introduced by iri 'that' or irino 'that is' or may be juxtaposed to the statement. 

Paraphrase Sentence 

In the following sentence the paraphrase is introduced by nga ino iri 'then that is'. 

+Sent Intr 

om 'and', 
nga 'then' 

20a Nga irino dii mingkakat do mongoloou do dalam tana Then as for that, they 
then that.is EMPH stand.up PUR call.on MK inside earth stand up to call on 'the 
sm ones in the earth', they 

say, for the meaning of 
ka di komoionno dii dalam tana naa onupo  mi^ 'the ones in the earth' - - 
RSP MK meaning EMPH inside earth then whatever in.fact then, in fact, is 

whatever else there is, 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

then that is probably 
dii kavagu nga ino in tongomoinat-moinamo kama ko the evil spirits or the 
EMPH also then that that evil.spirits probably or demons in the logs, 

PhLk PH they say. 

i tongomgon-rogon si lugu ka. 
MK demons there log RSP 

+ Para Lk 

iri 'that', 
irinolino iri 'that is', 
etc. 

The following reason sentence contains an embedded paraphrase sentence. There is no paraphrase 
link between the two constituents. 

2% Sulodku poingkaa nogi ilo mundok i navaal do kinomol, My brother, it is thus 
brothermy thus also that cassava MK make MK beer also with cassava that 

VOC STM pH, is made into beer, that 
is made into a drink, 

i navaal do tiiupon, do au moo isido do konjang because he does not 
MK make MK drink because not want he MK separate want to separate from 

pH2 
us; he does not want 
there to be anyone 

tokou, au moo isido do kivaro si pialatan tokou do among us who will be 
We,lN not want he MK there.is there amongst US,IN MK included in the judg- 

ment along with the 
demons. 

koompot do ukuman mivaja do rogon. 
include MK judgment with MK demon 

+ Paraphrase 

Any clause or sentence 
with the same meaning 
as in the statement 
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5.2 Amplification sentence 

An amplification sentence is similar to a paraphrase sentence, but instead of giving the same 
meaning in different words, the meaning is amplified. 

Amplification Sentence 

In the following narrative sequence sentence there is an embedded amplification sentence. 

+Statement 

Any clause or sentence 

21a Nga binr pun iso linsou din' nokotumpos sin', naratu sin' 
but 1et.it.be also one seed that sow there fall there 

tana di taandoi, nga sinumobul kid0 om aandai in' 
soil M K  good then sprout it and good that 

STM 

+Amp1 Lk 

om 'and', 
obis 'after all' 

pononobul disido, roun om guvas dirido gumajo, sumambak 
sprout its leaves and stalk its become.big flourish 

AMP 

+Amplification 

Any clause or sentence with the 
same information as in the 
statement with further ampli- 
fication 

Then even if there is 
one of those seeds that 
is sown there, that is 
dropped in the good 
soil, then it will sprout, 
and it will grow well, 
its leaves and stalk will 
become big, it will 
flourish until it bears 
fruit. 

om gosomno..do nokouva. 
and until bear.fruit 

The following concessive sentence contains an embedded reason sentence. An amplification sentence 
is further embedded in the reason of the reason sentence. 

21b Nga insan irnd dii kosusaan diolo aui mmorogo iolo But even if they have 
but evenif like EMPH difficulty their not repent they difficulty like that they 

do not repent because 
they do not recognize 

sabap au kotumn iolo di larasa do rogon, abis au the power of the 
because not recognize they MK power of demon after.al1 not demon, after all they 

STM AmpLk AMP cannot see that demon 
beside them while they 

okito diolo in' rogon pointangp sin' diolo di maso mongiup. are drinking. 
see they that demon wait there them MK time drink 

53 Comparative sentence 

A comparative sentence has the word mantad 'than' which links the comparative statement and its 
comparison. 
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Comparative Sentence 

The following is a comparison sentence with no embedding. 

22a Om i sangau d i d o  nga odibak mantad di sangau do And its horns are 
and MK horn its link short than MK horn of shorter than the horns 
StInt CpSt CpLk COMP of a water buffalo. 

+Comparison 

Any clause that shows 
a comparison with the 
comparative statement 

The following coordinate sentence contains an embedded comparative sentence in the second 
coordinate base. 

+ Comp Lk 

manfad 'than' 

+Sent h t r  

om 'and' etc. 

22b Sapi nopo..nga mibagal nogi do korabau do ogumu As for a cow it is also 
cow TopLk like also MK water.buffalo because many like a water buffalo 

because it has many 

+ Comp State 

Any clause 

uses and the cow is 
kogunaan, om kosumbai nogi ilo sapi manfad kornbau, also more surprising 
uses and sumrise also that cow than water.buffalo than the water buffalo, 

StInt CpSt CpLk COMP because I mean by 
surprising that its hair 

do komownku do kosumbai i vulu d i d o  moilo can change. 
because meaningmy that surprise MK hair its can 

mimban. 
change 

5.4 Similarity sentences 

Similarity sentences are those in which the second constituent indicates similarity with the preceding 
constituent. The second constituent is marked with a link such as mibagal di or irad di 'like'. 

Similarity Sentencel 

+Similarity 

Any clause that shows similarity 
to the statement 

+Statement 

Any clause 

+Similarity Link 

mibagal dolirad dolirnd 
(mamarong) '(very much) like', 
etc. 
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A similarity sentence is embedded in the following coordinate sentence. 

23a Misoili dii di natad din' om monakolobobok dii It went around the - 
go.around EMPH m yard that and make.'bokbok'.sound EMPH yard and made a 

STM bokbok sound very 
much like that of 

in' irad mamarong mmidi in' h a h n .  vegetables cooking. 
that like very boil that cook.vegetables 

SmLk shi~ 

In the following similarity sentence, the similarity is a negative similarity marked by okonko 'not' 
before irad 'like'. 

23b In nopo mfu d M o  om ongoninipis ongopoyok topi alanggau, As for its leaves, they 
that u leaf its and all . thi aU.small but long are thin and small, but 
STM long, not like the leaves 

of the other trees that 
okonko irad..do ~ n t u  kaju do suvai do alaab. are broad. 
not like leaf tree m other LK broad 
SmLk SMT 

Similarity Sentence2 

The following paraphrase sentence has an embedded similarity sentence in the paraphrase of the 
main sentence. There are two similarity links and two similarities in the similarity sentence. The 
statement of the similarity sentence contains two further embedded paraphrase sentences. 

+ Sim Lk 

mibagal dolirad do 'like' 

23c Om varo kumifufuran om oporlu..do poilo olar pasal 
and thereis tell.a.story and need tell I about 

poinggajud do urang pufi, irino do okonko mibagal 
accompany M K  person white that.is LK not like 

SmLk, 

+Similarity 

Any clause 

dafon..do adat afau..pun okonko mibagal..di koubasan tokou, 
OU~,IN custom or not like customary our 

SmLk, SMT2 

+Statement 

Any clause that shows similarity 
to the statement 

do urang pun' nopo..nga modopon nga misd.do ahmas, 
because person white LK bed then must tidy 
Slhl 

And there is something 
I will instruct you 
about, and I need to 
tell you about accom- 
panying a white person; 
that is, it's not like our 
customs or what we 
are accustomed to, 
because the beds of the 
white people must be 
tidy, must be kept in 
good order, .... 

misri.do ousai kopyo, .... 
must be.in.order very 
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6. Cleft sentences 

There are two types of cleft sentences, evaluation cleft sentences, and explanation cleft sentences. 

6.1 Evaluation cleft sentence 

An evaluation cleft sentence is one which has an evaluation and a proposition. The evaluation may 
be linked to the proposition by do 'that' or may be juxtaposed. 

Evaluation Clen Sentence 

In the following sentence the proposition is juxtaposed to the evaluation. 

+Evaluation 

Any evaluation clause e.g. 
aandai 'good', 
araat 'bad', 
apandai 'clever', 
au buli 'cannot' 

24a Aandai momoriam tokou bo. 
good take.care.of We,IN okay 
EV PR 

It would be good if we 
took care of one, okay? 

-c Eval Lk 

do '(link)' 

In the following sentence the evaluation is linked to the proposition by the link do 'that, which'. 

+Proposition 

Any clause or sentence 

24b Bang sifi daton, owo, aandai dii do pabalajaron If it is at our place, 
if here our,IN friend good EMPH that teach friend, it would be 

EV EvLk PR good to teach it to 
carry rice. 

mangalart do parai 
carry M K  rice 

In the following sentence the first evaluation is ilo kasasala dilo sapi 'the problem with a cow is' 
and its proposition includes the second evaluation apandai 'clever, it is clever' and its proposition. 

24c Nga ilo knsasala dilo sapi bang au oubasan disido apandai But what is wrong with 
then that wrong that cow if not accustom he clever a cow is that if it is not 

EVl PRl EV2 
made accustomed to 
one it tends to kick. 

do manandang. 
LK kick 
EvLk PR2 

In the following juxtaposed sentence there are two embedded evaluation cleft sentences in the third 
and fourth juxtaposed bases. 
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24d Jadi korikottko silo nunu karajawon di Miss, 
so arrive.you,sG there whatever work MK Miss 

ipokuri disido dika, ongoionno karajawo, nu buli do 
cause.to.work she ~OU,SG go work not can LK 

EV EvLk 

tumangkar, ou buli do sumival .... 
dispute not can LK argue 
PR EV EvLk PR 

So when you arrive 
there, whatever work 
you are given by the 
Miss, whatever she 
makes you work at, go 
and do it, you cannot 
dispute, you cannot 
argue, .... 

6.2 Explanation cleft sentence 

Explanation cleft sentences do not have verbs of evaluation but their surface structure follows a 
similar pattern to other cleft sentences. 

Explanation Cleft Sentence 

In the following sentence the existential varo 'there is' occurs in the explanation cleft formula 
followed by do 'explanation link'. 

*Sent lntr 

jadi 'and so' etc. 

- 

25a Jadi varo insan tadau do minagasu i kusai So there was one day 
so there.was one day LK hunt.with.dogs MK man that the man went hunt- 
StInt ExQtF ExQtLk ExQt ing with his dogs. 

In the following sentence an explanation cleft sentence is embedded in the reason of a reason 
sentence. 

+Explanation Cleft 
Formula 

Any clause or sentence 
with any verb or an 
existential 

2% Itino ngavi sabap..do M-t ik id  do tulun do tumanud dirido 
this.is all because each MK person who follow him 

ExQtF 

do mongilag pasal dilo mongiup do mundok supoyo..do au 
that avoid about that drink MK cassava PUR not 
ExLk ExQt 

+ Expl Lk 

do 

This is all because 
each person who 
follows him avoids 
drinking cassava beer 
so that we will not 
break (the law) and 
will not follow the 
badness of our hearts. 

Explanation Cleft 

Any clause, sentence or 
paragraph 

kalanggar om au avajaan tokou i karaaton do ginavo tokou. 
break and not follow we,lN MK bad of heart our,rN 
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In the following sentence the verb tumingkod 'stop' occurs in the explanation cleft formula. 

25c Jodi aavi ~ om barn nogi tumingkod do kumaraja om So when you have 
so finish that and new also stop LK work and finished only then stop 

ExQtF ExLk EsQt work and sleep for a 
while, about half an 

modopno ongosantagal, kira..do satanga jaam. hour. 
sleep awhile about half hour 

7. Merged sentence 

A merged sentence is one that has two verbs in close proximity where the first clause lacks an 
object, the second clause lacks a subject, or the object of the fist clause is the subject of the second. 

Merged Sentence 

In the following merged sentence the subjects and objects of all the verbs are lacking. The subject 
of the first merged verb is the turtle and the subject of the following three verbs in a merged verb 
phrase is the crab (known from the context of the sentence). 

+Merged Verb, 

Any verb phrase with one verb 

26a Korikot nopo ka sin' puun om iliaino di sonil do When he arrived at the 
arrive already RSP there tree and put.down MK turtle PUR tree, they say, the turtle 

put it down and made 
it climb; ordering it to 

poindakod sinuu mongoi manganggip din tontoluu din' go to pinch the 
cause.to.go.up order go pinch.with.claws that scrotum that Scrotum the 

MgV, MgV2 

+Merged Verb, 

Any verb phrase with one or more verbs 

kara. 
monkey 

Verbs may be juxtaposed or have noun phrases between the merged verbs one of which acts as the 
undergoer of the first verb and actor of the second verb. 

A merged sentence with two merged verbs is embedded in the following conditional sentence. The 
first verb is marked for undergoer focus and refers to the milk which is in focus. Both verbs have an 
implied actor kito 'we(Du)'. The second verb is marked for actor focus so ldto 'we(Du)' is in focus 
even though it is not overtly marked. 

26b Om ilo nopo sapi bang apandai kito i gatas d i d o  obuli And as for the cow, if 
and that TopLk cow if clever we,DU MK milk its can we are clever its milk 

can be squeezed out 
because it is fat, they 

pagawon maganu, do kolomu ka sooro ilo. say. 
squeeze get because fat RSP they that 

MgV, MgVz 
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In the following sentence the first merged verb lacks a subject and the second merged verb lacks 
an undergoer. 

26c Jadi m*mo dii diri valai ka, osodupo om So he had nearly 
so nearly.arrive EMPH that house RSP far.yet and arrived at the house, 

they say, he was still 
far away and the man 

pon~oloouno ka in' h a i  dii do monuu di savoio called out, they say, to 
A - 
call RSP that man EMPH PUR order MK spouse.his order his wife t o  make 

MgV, 
some rice gruel. 

monimbu. 
make.rice.gme1 

MgV2 

In the following sentence there are two embedded merged sentences. 

26d Jadi itino in' dogon..do pontuduknn do soirako do knvaja So this is my advice for 
so this this my teach LK when.you LK accompany whenever You accom- 

pany the Miss next 
year because you don't 

di Miss toun do sumuvoli sabap..nga okonko maja accompany the Miss 
MK Miss year which take.place.of because not accompany and only think about 

being at ease, on the 
other hand whatever 

di Miss om k a t  nopo do misinsanang suvaiko work there is to be - - 
MK Miss and think only that at.ease on.other.hand done, work at it and 

that is what is thought 
about. think about the 

nombo iri karaiawon in' manean kurio om irino work and what is " 
whatever that work that do work and that.is proper to be done; 

MgV1 MgVz 
don't think about just 
playing with friends, on 

sosoroon sumorou di karaia om i aoatut di vaalon. okonko ihe-other hand there is 
think think MK work and LK ought LK do not a time to go to a 

friend's and go to visit 
together, and there is a 

ingat di kumikuyaug nopo di kawan suvaiko kivaro time to work. 
think LK play only MK friend on.other.hand thereis 

masa do mongoi si knwan om mongoi kumiandam-andam, 
time LK go there friend and go visit.together 

MgV1 MgV2 

kivaro masa do kumaraja, 
there.is time LK work 
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In the following alternative sentence a merged sentence is embedded in the purpose of a purpose 
sentence which is itself embedded in the second alternative base. Both of the merged verbs lack an 
overt subject. 

26e ladi irino mosti popoiloko di Miss atau..pun isai.nopo So that is why you 
so that.is must tell.you,so MK Miss or whoever must tell the Miss, or 

whoever your friend is 
that you ask to accom- 

kawannu mokigajud - do mongoi monsu. pany you to go swim- 
friend.your ask.to.accompany PUR go bathe ming. 

M U 1  MgV2 

In the following juxtaposed sentence a merged sentence is embedded in one of the juxtaposed bases. 
The merged verb ongoi 'go' is acting somewhat like an auxiliary verb when it is merged with the 
following verb. 

26f Jadi korikotko silo nunu knrajawon di Miss, So when you arrive 
so arrive.you,sG there whatever work MK Miss there, whatever work 

you are given by the 
Miss, whatever she 

ipokuri d i d o  d i h ,  onpoionno knraiawo. au buli do makes you work at, go ., , . 
cause.to.work she YOU,SG go work not can LK and dLit, you cannot 

MgV1 MgV2 
dispute, you cannot 
argue, whatever you 

tumangkar, au buli do sumival onu..nopo pontudukan mosti do are shown you must . . 
dispute not can LK argue whatever teach must LK follow, and you must 

be clever at finding 
friends; we must make 

voioon, om misti..do apandai do moaium do kawan, m&ti..do friends with other . . - 
follow and must clever LK look.for MK friend must people and only then 

we will not be lonely. 

akawan !do di tongotulun suvai om bam..nogi.do au 
befriend we,DU MK people other and only.then not 

ojongou icito. 
lonely we,DU 

8. Embedded sentence 

Embedding on the sentence level is quite common and can be quite complicated. A few examples 
are given to show the multiple embedding. 

In the following antithetical sentence the antithetical constituents are linked by suvaiko 'on the other 
hand'. A conditional sentence is embedded in the antithesis of the antithetical sentence and a reason 
sentence is embedded in the apodosis of the conditional sentence. A further conditional sentence with 
two protases is embedded in the reason of the reason sentence. Finally, another reason sentence is 
embedded in the apodosis of the second conditional sentence. 
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27a Nga adako mongoi sumosoiso suvaiko 
but don't.you,s~ go alone on.other.hand 
StInt TI4 AdvLk 

bang auso dika..do knwan majako di Miss 
if none yonr,SG friend accompany.you,s~ MK Miss 
~m,s?nr,PrMk CdPr UP 

do mongoi monsu sabap..nga nung sosongulunko 
PUR go bathe because if One.perSOn.yOu,SG 

RsLk R,PrMk CdPr 

But don't go alone, on 
the other hand if you 
have no friend accom- 
pany the Miss to go 
bathing because if you 
go alone, if you drown 
who would know, 
because no one would 
have seen you. 

mongoi bang nolonodko isai dii nokoilo do 
go if drown.you,s~ who EMPH know because 

PrMk CdPr U P , S ~  RsLk 

auso nokwntong dikn. 
none see YOU,SG 
R 

In the following coordinate sentence there are several juxtaposed sentences embedded in the first 
coordinate base. The first juxtaposed base has an embedded narrative sequence sentence which has 
an embedded paraphrase sentence within it. The second juxtaposed base has an embedded merged 
sentence. The third and fourth juxtaposed bases each have an evaluation cleft sentence. The second 
coordinate base has an embedded terminating sequence sentence and the statement of the terminating 
sequence sentence has an embedded paraphrase sentence. 

27b Jadi korikotko silo nunu knrajawon di Miss, So when you arrive 
so arrive.you,s~ there whatever work MK Miss 
StInt CrB,j~,,sqB, SqB2,STM 

there, whatever work 
you are given by the 
Miss, whatever she 

ipohri disido dikn, ongoionno karajawo, au buli makes you work at, go 
cause.to.work she y o u , s ~  go work not can and do it, you cannot 

dispute, you cannot 
PH JB2,MgVl MgV2 JB%EV, argue; whatever you 
do nunangaknr, au buli do sumival onu..nopo are shown you must 
LK dispute not can LK argue whatever follow, and you must 

be clever at finding 
EvLk PR JB4,EV, EvLk PR JBI friends, we must make 
pontudukan mosti do vojwn, om mish..do apandai do friends with other 
teach must LK follow and must people and only then 

clever LK we will not be lonely. 
CrLk CrB2,STM,STM 

mogium do knwan, misti..do aknwan !do di tongotulun 
1ook.for MK friend must befriend We,DIJ MK people 

PH PH 

suvai om baru..nogi..do au ojongou kiio. 
other and only.then not lonely we,DlJ 

TmLk TmSq 
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The following sentence consists of an equational sentence with a reason sentence embedded in the 
second half of the equation. The statement of the reason sentence is comprised of a purpose sentence 
which has a coordinate sentence further embedded in it. 

27c Nga komoion nopo do au koiup do mundok nga 
then meaning TopLk LK not drink MK cassava TopLk 
StInt STM EqLk 

irino mongilag supaya..do au knvaal do taraat, 
that.is avoid so.that not do MK bad 
EQ,STM,R,STM PuLk PuCI,CrB, 

om au kalanggar di ukum sabap..nga ilo mundok nogi 
and not break MK law because that beer also 
CrLk CrB2 RsLk R 

Then as for the mean- 
ing of not drinking 
beer, that is avoiding it 
in order not to do bad 
things, and not to 
break the law; because 
that beer also becomes 
a source or cause of 
producing badness. 

nga osiliu do iso puun atau koontodo do koimbulajan 
TopLk become MK one source or cause LK produce 

di taraat. 
MK bad 

The juxtaposed sentence (see following page) has two antithetical sentences, one in each juxtaposed 
base. The thesis of the first antithetical sentence has an embedded reason sentence and the antithesis 
has an embedded coordinate sentence with three bases. The first coordinate base has an embedded 
juxtaposed sentence which in turn has a merged sentence embedded in the second juxtaposed base. In 
the antithesis of the second antithetical sentence there is an embedded juxtaposed sentence which has 
a further embedded coordinate sentence in the first juxtaposed base. 
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27d Jodi itino iti dogon..do pontuduknn do soirako do 
so this this my teach LK when.you LK 

StInt JB,.m,STM 

kavaja di Miss toun do sumuvoli sabap..nga okonko 
accompany MK Miss year which take.place.of because not 

RsLk R 

maja di Miss om ingat nopo do misinsanang 
accompany MK Miss and think only that at.ease 

suvaiko nombo in' karaiawon iri manean 

So this is my advice for 
whenever you accom- 
pany the Miss next 
year, because you don't 
accompany the Miss 
and only think about 
being at ease; on the 
other hand whatever 
work there is to be 
done, work at it and 
that is what is thought 
about, think about the 
work and what is " 

on.other.hand whatever that work that do proper to be done, 
AdvLk Am,CrBlm, JBBM~VI don't think about just 

playing with friends, on 
kurio om irino sosoroon sumorou di karaia om i the other hand there is 
work and that.is think think MK work and LK a time to go to a 

MgV, CrLk CrB, CrLk CrB, friend's and go to visit 
toeether. and there is a 

apatut di vaalon, okonko ingat di kumikuyaug nopo di kawan ti&e to work. 

ought LK do not think LK play only MK friend 
JBZW 

suvaiko kivaro masa do mongoi si kawan om 
on.other.hand thereis time LK go there friend and 
AdvLk ATH,JB,,CIBI CrLk 

mongoi kumiandam-andam, kivaro masa do kumaraja. 
go visit.together there.is time LK work 
CrB2,MgVt MgVz JBz 

9. Inner-peripheral tagmemes 

There are two inner peripheral tagmemes, the sentence topic margin which precedes the nucleus 
of the sentence and a tag question which occurs finally in the sentence. 

Inner Peripheral Tagmemes 

9.1 Sentence topic margins 

*Sentence Topic Margin 

Any sentence topic forefronted 
before the sentence which has 
its referent in the nucleus 

A sentence topic is a forefronted topic which is coreferential with something in the following clause. 
There are two types of forefronted sentence topics. 

The first type is one which contains a phrase such as ilo nopo 'as for that' or inno 'that is' plus a 
noun or noun phrase. The second type contains a noun phrase beginning with bang 'if. 

+Nucleus 

Any clause or sentence 

?Tag Question - 
konlkoonlokon 'not' 
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The following sentence contains the topic ilo nopo sapi 'as for the cow' 

28a Om ilo nopo sapi bang apandai k i o  i gatas disido And as for the cow if 
and that TopLk cow if clever we,DU MK milk its we are clever its milk 

s m g  NU 
can be squeezed out 
because it is fat they 

obuli pagawon maganu, do kolomu ka sooro ilo. say. 
can squeeze get because fat RSP they that 

In the following sentence the topic is bang karabau gia 'if it is a buffalo of course'. 

28b Jadi bang karabau gia oyo . . 
vr sangau disido So as for the buffalo of 

so if waterbuffalo in.fact thesame that horn its course its horns are all 

s m g  NU 
the same, because they 
are straight or bent and 

do alais !a oldlong om aui dii monginlolobuon ilo that cow does not wal- 
because straight or bent and not EMPH wallow.in.mud that low in the mud. 

sapi, 
COW 

In the following sentence the fust phrase bang irnd dika do tongondu 'if it is like you who are a 
woman' is a topic whereas the clause beginning with bang aupo is a conditional clause. 

28c Nga bang irad dika do tongondu bang aupo aavi ii Then if it is like you 
then if like vou.sG MK woman if not.vet finish that being a woman, if the 

karaja ada mindada do kadang-kadang do masa 
work don't stop because sometimes at time 

work is not yet 
finished, don't stop; 
because sometimes at 
the time of eating, 
when thev are finished 
eating, thkn the plates 

mangakan, koopod mangakan om susionno tongopinggan are washed up because 
eat finish eat and wash plates you accompany them 

to wash up. 

do maja diolo monusi. 
because accompany them wash 

A locative phrase can also be topicalized as in the following sentence topic bang siri daron 'as for 
here at our place'. 

28d Bang sih' daton, owo, aandai dii do pabalajaron mangakut As for here at our 
if here OUT,IN friend good EMPH LK teach carry place, friend, it would 
S t m g  voc NU be good to teach it to 

carry rice. 
do parai. 
MK rice 
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The following sentence contains the sentence topic irfno do modi i Kinoroingan 'that is perhaps that 
God'. 

28e ... topi irino do modi i Kinoroingan do konjang wlo ... but that was perhaps 
but that LK perhaps MK God LK separate they that as for God they 

s m g  SlTLk NU 
separated from him. 

di~ido. 
him 

9.2 Tag question 

A tag question seems to act as an inner peripheral constituent and is expounded by kon, koon, or 
okon 'not'. 

29a O! O! aandai bola bang kivaro sii siin tokou, andai Oh! oh! it would be - 
oh oh good after.al1 if there.is there money OUI,IN good good after all if we 
wr , have money, it would 
&." 

be good to-buy a cow, 
do momoli do sapi, sabap antangai nga ogumu koonuan, because look at the 
that buy MK cow because look then many get many reasons to get it; 

isn't that so! 

koon! 
not 
TagQMk 

29b Rongoo tokouno, kon! 
listen we,m isn't 
NU TagQMk 

Let's listen, won't we! 

10. Outer-peripheral tagmemes 

Outer-peripheral tagmemes include such things as sentence introducers, sentence modifiers, ex- 
clamation, vocative, response margins and disclaimer margins. 

Outer-peripheral Tagmemes 
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10.1 Sentence introducers 

Sentence introducers include conjunctions such as om 'and, then (same actor)', om kavagui 'and 
furthermore', antadpo om 'after that then', nga 'but, then (different actor)', and jadi 'so, and so'. 

30a Jadi ongoi silo di Kaling 
so go there ~oss Indian 
StInt NU 

So she went to the 
Indian's place. 

In the following sentence, there are two sentence introducers om 'and' and kavagui 'furthermore'. 

3% Om kavagui dino mongoloouino wlo silo savat kavagu. And furthermore they 
and again that call they there above again call on those (spirits) 
StInt, StIntz NU 

up above again. 

The following sentence contains two sentence introducers antad poo 'after that' and om 'and'. 

30c Antad wo om misoilino di natad kadwlo. kadi "After that it went 
from yet and go.round.and.round MK yard RS,they RS,MK around and around, 
StInt, StIntz NU 

they said, said the late 
Adamin. 

The following sentence has the sentence introducer koiso 'firstly'. 

3Od Koiso: Au k o p u ~ a n  tokou di tatangaron ontok.di poingavuk, Firstly: We do not feel 
firstly not feel we, IN MK words time drunk what we are saying 
StInt NU when we are drunk, 

whether it is good or 
manaku do aandai ko araat om au kopuriman tokou din bad; and we do not feel 
whether LK good or bad and not feel We,lN that the good that is done 

by a friend. 

taandai di avaal do kotuang 
good LK do by friend 

10.2 Sentence modifiers 

Sentence modifiers include words or phrases that express a speaker's concern. Sentence modifiers 
include words such as: bo 'OK, I think', bo dii 'soon after, at once', gia 'really, indeed, and then', angai 
di ioku 'take a look at me', pagka 'because really', o 'you know', etc. Some of these sentence modifiers 
have a fued position such as angai di wkn 'take a look at me' which occurs at the beginning of a 
sentence, or o 'you know' which occurs at he end of a sentence. Others are more movable such bo 
'OK' and gia 'really' which can occur early in the sentence following a response margin or exclamation 
or can occur in the middle or at the end of the sentence. 

In the following sentence the sentence modifier bo 'OK, I think' occurs. When this modifier occurs 
in the sense of seeking approval, as here, it usually falls at the end of the sentence. 

31a Ada nogi sasako si likud bo! 
don't also get.on there back okay 
NU StMod 

Don't climb onto it 
from the back end, 
okay! 
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In the following sentence the sentence modifierpagka do 'because really' occurs before the nucleus. 

31b 00 pagka..do auno dii nakataan iti Tinggawi. Yes, because Tinggawi 
yes because.really not EMPH endured this Tinggawi really could not endure 
RpMg StMod NU it. 

The following sentence contains the sentence modifying phrase angai di ioku 'take a look at me' or 
'take me for example'. This phrase can occur at the beginning of an independent sentence or, as here, 
at the beginning of an embedded sentence. 

31c Om soira..do mibagal..ko kiroruoko, inggalaanko mlu ka And when it is like you 
and when like sick.you,s~ dizzy.you,s~ head RSP are ill, you are dizzy, 

they say, or have 
toothache or fever, 

atau..pun orualan nipon atau..pun kangkagan om misrido then you must tell the 
or painful tooth or fever and must Miss because, take me 

for example, at the 
time that I was still at 

popoiloko di Miss sabap..nga angai di w h  di maso kupo Nasuli, then I had a 
tell.you,sc MK Miss because see LK I at time yet.1 toothache. 

StMod NU 

silo Nasuli nga orualan o h  nipon. 
there Nasuli then painful I tooth 

The following sentence contains two sentence modifiers: bo 'OK, I think' used more in the latter 
sense and gin 'of course'. 

31d 00 bo i Indalan bo gia, kad kovusung Yes, that's right, it real- 
yes that's.right MK Indalan really in.fact say curse ly was Indalan, in fact, 
RpMg StMod NU StMod, StMod, if it's not a curse to 

mention his name. 
dino. 
that 

The following sentence has the sentence modifier bo 'OK, I think' in the middle of the nucleus and 
the final sentence modifier o 'you know'. 

31e Jadi koilo moi bo i majo Muyang dii So probably Muyang's 
so know probably really MK father.his Muyang EMPH father really knows 
StInt NU StMod NU about it, you know. 

0. 

kn0w.you 
StMod 

103 Exclamation 
An exclamation is expounded by an exclamatory particle such as: ai 'eh, indicates surprise at a 

situation, or a slip of the tongue', oi 'you see, exclamation of surprise', aruuk 'wow', bala 'after all', adii 
'oh dear' and ii 'oh' or it may be expounded by an exclamatory phrase such as: anoi bala 'that's it after 
all' or a phrase involving a question word used as an exclamation such as: ombo or ombo dii 'how can 
that be (lit., where)', nuu or nuu dii 'what do you know, what else (lit., what)', etc. All of these 
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exclamations occur at the beginning of a clause except for ai which can occur anywhere and oi which 
occurs sentence final. 

In the following sentence the particle which occurs is ai 'eh, indicates surprise at a situation'. 

32a Ai, auno mindakod di valai ka. Eh, it did not climb up 
eh not c1imb.u~ MK house RSP into the house, they 
EXCL NU Say. 

The following sentence contains the surprise marker oi which falls at the end of the sentence. 

32b Ombo din' majuno dii modop, ssinono din' ka, sii natad How could they make 
where that progress EMPH deep there that RSP there yard any progress in sleep- 

NU ing, it was there they 
say, there in the yard. 

oi 
SURP 

EXCL 

The following sentence contains the exclamation afuuk 'wow' as well as two occurrences of ai 'eh, 
indicates surprise at a situation'. 

32c Jadi kapatai dii, ai afuuk di nipon montong koi do So it died, and oh, 
so die EMPH eh wow MK teeth look.at y o u , s ~  that wow, it's teeth when 

EXCL , EXCLz NU you looked at them, eh, 
they were as big as a 

ai soro l a h p a n  tunfuru ka iti nipon. finger, they say. 
eh it as.big.as finger RSP this tooth 
EXCL 

The following sentence begins with the exclamation ii 'oh'. 

32d Ii ouruvanno kn sooro wlo dino mingoduvo. Oh, they were pleased, 
Oh please RSP they they those pair both of them, they say. 

EXCL NU 

In the following sentence the exclamatory phrase anoi bala 'that's it after all' occurs. 

32e Anoi bola i Kilinn, i latsai i Kilion. That's it after all, it 
that after.all MK Kilian MK male MK Kilian was Kilian; the boy was 

EXCL NU Kilian. 

The following sentence begins with the exclamatory phrase nuu dii 'what else (lit., what)'. 

32f Nuu dii do turu tadau mingguli, dii diolo What else but it kept 
what EMPH because seven days return EMPH they returning for seven 

EXCL NU days, they took a look 
at it and it was a head- 

bubuai dii kn. less monster, they say. 
headless.monster EMPH RSP 
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In the following sentence the word ombo 'where' occurs as an exclamation. 

32g Ombo gin sinapang doon' do auso. 
where in.fact gun old.days because none 
EXCL StMod NU 

Where were there any 
guns in the old days, 
because there were 
none. 

The following sentence contains the exclamation odii 'oh my' as well as two occurrences of the 
sentence modifier gin 'indeed, really'. 

32h Soira..do oh30 di rogon in' tulun do mamatai ko moguod When the demon sees 
when see the demon that person who fight or destroy that person fight or be 

destructive or speak 
incantations, oh my, he 

ko manawar, adiii, koirak kopijo gia isido really laughs, because 
or speak.incantations oh.my laugh very indeed he he really likes very 

EXCL NU StMod NU(cont) much to see that and 
he is being honored. - 

do aandaian marong isido irad dii do koontong om 
because like very he like EMPH because see and 

oummat gia irido. 
honor really he 

StMod NU(cont) 

10.4 Vocative 

A vocative tagmeme is expounded by a kinship term such as sulod 'relative' or an honorific such 
as tuan 'sir, lord'. Normally a vocative occurs first in a sentence, except for owo 'friend' which seems 
to be freely moveable. 

33 Sulodku poingkaa no@ ilo mundok i navaal do My brothers, it is thus 
relative.my thus also that cassava LK make MK also with cassava that 
VOC NU is made into beer, that 

is made into a drink, 
kinomol, i navaal do liiupon, do au moo isido do because he does not 
cassava.beer LK make MK drink because not want he that want us to separate 

(from him), he does 
not want anyone 

kotijang tokou, au moo isido do kivaro si pialatan tokou amongst us to be 
separate we,lN not want he LK thereis there amongst us,~N included in the 

judgment with the 
demons. 

do koompot do ukuman mivaja di rogon. 
LK include MK judgment with MK demon 

10.5 Response margin 

A response margin is expounded by w 'yes' or au or aui 'no'. 

34a 00 pagka..do auno dii nakataan iti Tinggawi. 
yes because.really not EMPH endured this Tinggawi 
RpMg StMod NU 

Yes, because Tinggawi 
really could not endure 
it. 
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In the following sentence the response margin au 'no' occurs. 

34b Om, 'Mi, auno bo," ka. 
and eh no really RS 

StInt EXCL RpMg StMod C Q ~ F  

And then, "Eh, no 
thanks," he said. 

10.6 Disclaimer margin 
A disclaimer margin is expounded by the particle !a 'say, they say' or a phrase such as kndi gugulu 

'said the ancestors', /cad kovusung dino 'if it is not a curse (to mention his name)', etc. 

35a Nea bane kosuati bo di tomol. "Kivaroi dii do Then if there were in - ., 
then if suffer in.fact MK sick there.is EMPH MK fact some who got sick, 
StInt NU 'There is heat," said 

the ancestors, but there 
kalahu," kadi gugulu, tatapi auso nogi dii arapan knvagu is nothing else that 
heat say ancestors but none also EMPH hope again they could trust in that 

DMg 
they called on. 

do loovon dwlo dii. 
LK call.on they EMPH 

The following sentence contains the disclaimer phrase kad kovusung dino 'if it's not a curse (to 
mention his name)'. 

3% 00 bo i Indalan bo gia kad kovusung Yes that's right, it real- 
Yes that'sright MK Indalan really in.fact RS curse ly was Indalan in fact, 
RpMg StMod NU StMod, StModz D M ~  

if it's not a curse to 
mention his name. 

dino. 
that 
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